HINDUS YIELD TO PRESSURE; WILL RETURN ON STEAMER

VANCOUVER ON TIP-TOE FOR OUTBREAK OF WAR

THE GANEY SCANDAL

The conspiracy of silence in regard to Mr. Ganney's methods of securing storekeepers for the Elizabethan, a legal action which his wife, Miss Whittney, once spoke of as "nothing to say," a representative of the Globe waited upon the Premier at the Legislature Buildings yesterday and asked:

"Have you anything to make, Sir James, with reference to the article in The Globe under the heading 'The Ganeys Scandal' on July 18th?"

"In a firm tone the Premier replied: 'Nothing whatever,' and after a pause added: 'In the dog days a great deal can be excused.'"

"It may be that Sir James's account of the event in question is not true. It is possible that the event did not take place at all; that the article in question was written by an impostor or a plagiarist; that the Premier was not present at the conference. But the Premier probably is not the person to whom the article was written or published; and in any case his account of the event is not likely to be accepted by the public without serious argument and evidence."

"In the meantime, it may be said that the fact that a great deal can be excused in the dog days is no excuse for the Premier to allow such a scandal to pass without investigation and punishment."

IRISH CONFERENCE MEET; MAY REACH AGREEMENT

King George's Anxious Words to the Conferences

"Sir James, we are now in the dog days of the conference, and the future of the Irish people is in our hands. We cannot afford to waste time in debates and delays. We must act quickly and decisively."

"I agree with your views, Sir James. We must act quickly and decisively."

CITY OF CIVIL WAR ON RESPONSIBLE RULERS

"We have been promised in our party platform that the Irish people will have a voice in the government of the country. We must not allow the unionists to frustrate our promise."

"I agree with your views, Sir James. We must not allow the unionists to frustrate our promise."

PROLONGED HEAT WAVE HURTS WESTERN CROPS

Outlook is Described as Not

"It is possible that the present conditions of heat and drought may persist for a considerable time. The crops in the western sections of the country are likely to suffer severely from the prolonged heat wave."

"I agree with your views, Sir James. The crops in the western sections of the country are likely to suffer severely from the prolonged heat wave."

TERMS OF THE PROLONGED HEAT WAVE HURTS WESTERN CROPS

"It is possible that the present conditions of heat and drought may persist for a considerable time. The crops in the western sections of the country are likely to suffer severely from the prolonged heat wave."

"I agree with your views, Sir James. The crops in the western sections of the country are likely to suffer severely from the prolonged heat wave."
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